BUYER'S GUIDE TO HOME OFFICES

Getting the balance
BRINGING YOUR WORK HOME? CLEVER
STORAGE IDEAS AND SPACE-SAVING
he option of working from home is tempting, but creating an
office at home takes thought and imagination. There are
decisions to make about where it will be, what furniture will
best serve you and how much and what type of storage you'll
require. Is it possible to create an environment conducive to
work without it encroaching on our home lives? It's a delicate balance,
but one that can be achieved with a bit of imagination and some
careful planning.
More and more of us are choosing to spend some or all of our
working week out~ide the office. Advances in mobile technology have
allowed us much greater freedom and flexibility in choosing how and,
more importantly, where we work. With laptop computers, wireless
modems, mobile phones, BlackBerries and video conferencing, it's
now possible for us to fulfil the duties of a nul-time job from the
comfort of our own homes. This gives us the opportunity to create a
workspace tailored entirely to our own requirements.
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HOME OFFICE.

Many home workers report that they are now much more
productive because they are setting their own schedule; they can
choose their own break times, decide when they clock on and off, and
organise their surroundings exactly as they like. Also, many find it a lot
easier to concentrate
without being surrounded
by colleagues
chatting, discussing oilier work issues, asking questions or talking on
the telephone.
So the popularity of working from home is easy to understand
but creating a comfortable, practical environment
isn't quite as
straightforward. Read on for advice and inspiration on the six main
areas to take into account when setting up your home office. ~
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Size isn't everything
Not everyone has the luxury of space when it comes to creating a home office;
more often than not, we're forced to set up shop in the corner of a room already
serving another purpose (living room, bedroom, even the kitchen). If we're lucky
enough to have a whole room to dedicate to the purpose, it's usually the
glorified wardrobe masquerading as a box room. Rather than viewing limited
space as a constraint, look on it as an opportunity to think creatively. These
days, any place where there's room for you, a computer and a mobile phone can
function as an office - the space under the stairs, the kitchen table or a corner of
the living room. With a little imagination, even
the most space-starved can make room
for a home office.

Sitting comfortably?
Probably the most crucial thing to get right when
creating a home office is your choice of furniture. These
items constitute the main working area, the "heart" of
your works pace. The three main considerations are
quality, style and function. In terms of quality, it's important
to buy the best you can afford; these are items you want to
stand the test of time. Style choices need to blend with the
existing decor - that sleek, Scandinavian desk you've been
eyeing up will look totally out of place if your existing decor
is more rustic country house. Finally, your furniture needs to
serve your purpose. Is the desk the right size, shape
and material for your work? Is the chair the right
height, does it have wheels if you need to move
around and will it provide the right support?
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Monday 3rd December marks the 20th anniversary of International
Day of Persons with Disabilities (lDPwD). PosAbility takes a look at this
worldwide festival to discover how it began and what is happening
this year.
By Heather McGarrigle
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This year's International
Persons with Disabilities

Day of
(lDPwD)

takes as its theme 'Removing barriers to
create an inclusive and accessible society
for all'.
The day is co-ordinated by United Nations
Enable - officially known as the Secretariat
for the Convention on the Rights of Persons
with Disabilities [SCRPD];basically it's the
branch of the UN which works for the rights
of disabled people across the world.
The Convention is an international treaty
which identifies the rights of disabled
people and what signatory nations must do
to uphold these rights.

STELlOS AWARD FOR DISABLED
ENTREPRENEURS IN THE UK
This year's Stelios Award for Disabled
Entrepreneurs in the UK takes place on
3rd December to coincide with the
International Day for Persons with
Disabilities 2012.

Clare Pelham, Chief Executive of Leonard

So this is what 2012's IDPwD is all about-

Cheshire Disability said:
"The theme of the day this year is removing
barriers to create an inclusive and
accessible society for all, so there couldn't
be a more appropriate time to announce
the winner of this award. Our finalists are all

enabling rather than disabling people with
physical and mental impairments by
promoting accessibility and removing

champions. Not only have they succeeded
in setting up thriving businesses in a
difficult economic climate but they have

The Convention recognises thatthe
existence of barriers constitutes a central
component of disability':

barriers. Here are some of the events taking
. place in the UK this year...

Sir Stelios says:"Removing the barriers
disabled people face in business is
essential, and I hope that the Stelios Award
for Disabled Entrepreneurs goes some way
to highlighting their achievements:'
Visit Icdisability.orgl?lid=5083

Jointly run by easyJet founder Sir Stelios
Haji-Ioannou's Stelios Philanthropic
Foundation and Leonard Cheshire
Disability, the award recognises the
achievements and unique challenges faced
by disabled entrepreneurs, with a £50,000
cash prize going to the winner.

also overcome the additional challenges
they face as a result of their disability:'

... ,-
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for more.
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-what

can you

do?

IDPwD EVENT BY DANCING
GIRAFFE AT ANGLIA RUSKIN
UNIVERSITY
Danclnq Giraffe, an online community for
the disabled people of Essex,is putting on
possibly one of the biggest IDPwD events
in the country.
On Saturday 1st December, the
organisation teams up with Chelmsford
City Council and Anglia Ruskin University to
host over six hours of celebration, with
support from many organisations,
including British Limbless Ex-Service Men's

:.
www.posabilitymagazine.co.uk
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Association (known
as the BLESMA
Transf4mers).
Paralympians Danny
Crates and Anne Wafula
Strike will be giving

=~~~~~\..~

talks, there will be
demonstrations of disabled sport, dance
performances, musical performances,
including the Philip Morant choir and artists

showcasing and speaking about their work
include royal portrait artist Richard Stone
and 'tactile' artist Annie Fennymore.
Visit www.idpwd.org

are going to increase the employment rates
of disabled people as they pass the baton
on to colleagues, friends and influencers.

for more information

and to view all events and book tickets visit
www.angliaruskincommunity.eventbrite.

Supporters including Esther McVey,
Minister for Disabled People, Br,

co.uk

McDonalds, Sainsbury's, Ernst & Young,
Transport for London and the Business
Disability Forum have taken part in a short
video which will be shown on 3rd

RNIB NI:'LOST IN TRANSLATION'
CONFERENr::E
RNIBNI are hosting a conference in Belfast
on 3rd December 2012 entitled 'Lost In
Translation?: Towards The Construction
Of A Public Policy Framework That Works
for blind and partially sighted people In
Northern Ireland:
Holding the event on IDPwD 2012, they
hope to ignite debate about how the
forthcoming Disability Action Plan under
the NI Executive's Disability Strategy can
best be combined with the UKVision
Strategy and the UN Convention on the
Rights of Persons with Disabilities, to help
guarantee the rights of blind and partially
sighted people and the wider disability
community.
To book your place, email patricia.glackin
@rnib.org.uk, or phone 028 9032 9373.

December at an event in Central London
and at Remploy branches and offices
around the country.

SIGHTSAVERS
The international blindness charity is at an
early stage in their IDPwD preparations, but
spokesperson Sarah Nelson shared their
plans so far:
"Here at Sightsavers, we're planning to mark
the day by highlighting 'A day in the life' of a
few of our different partners and
beneficiaries around the world particularly focusing on the barriers they
face and some of the inspiring stories of
how these have been overcome. We hope
to be telling their stories through bj0'gs,
social media, videos, and audio/picture
slideshows"

REMPLOY

CRICKET FOR CHANGE

The employment agency which supports
disabled jobseekers in the UK marks IDPwD
every year.

This is another organisation still finalising
plans for their IDPwD celebrations, but we

This year four-time gold winning
Paralympian David Weir is on board to pass
on the Remploy baton, expressing the
agency's own take on the barriers theme:
'Make the Pledge, Bridge the Gap' - the
gap being the differential in employment
rates between disabled and non-disabled

are sure it will be a day of sporting fun.
Cricket for Change has been using the
game to change the lives of disadvantaged
young people for over 30 years.
Their event will centre around their HitThe
Top (HTT) programme, which gives young

people.

people with a physical, visual or learning
disability the opportunity to compete
against their disabled peers.

People will be asked to pledge how they

www.cricketforchange.org.uk
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The Paralympics began

life in

Buckinghamshire nearly seventy years ago,
as sports therapy for wounded WW2
veterans. Fastforward to 2012 and the
Paralympics are back home - hosted wholly
in the UK for the first time (eo-hosted in
1984 between Stoke Mandeville and New
York) and enjoying more popularity than

PosAbility examines the increasing
popularity of Paralympic sport, the possible
impact on the wider disabled community
and asks'Is there still a need for a ~parate
classification for disability sport?'

HUMBLE BEGINNINGS

ever.

Sport for athletes with impairments have
existed for over 100 years, with the first

became an annual event, soon evolving
into the International Stoke Mandeville

sport clubs for the deaf already operating
by 1888 in Berlin. The Paralympics as we

Games.

Media interest in, and coverage of,
Paralympic sport continues to grow, with

know them, however, began life at the

In 1960, the Games were staged in the

one of the UK's main broadcasters, Channel
4, becoming a champion of disability sport
after winning the rights to be the
Paralympics' official media partner.

National Spinal Injuries Centre, founded
by Dr Ludwig Guttmann at the Stoke
Mandeville Hospital in 1944.

same city as the Olympics for the first time,
in Rome - considered by most to be the
'first' Paralympic Games as we know them
today.

Guttmann used sport as a method of
The athletes are enjoying as much
personal celebrity as their non-disabled
counterparts and in fact, some are set to
make history by competing alongside them
in this year's Olympic Games.

20 www.posabilitymagazine.co.uk

rehabilitation for soldiers and civilians left
with disabilities following World War 2. In
1948, on the day of the Opening Ceremony
of the Olympic Games in London, the first
Stoke Mandeville Games took place and

In order to govern the Games effectively,
the International Coordination
Committee of World Sports Organisations
for the Disabled (or ICC)was established
in 1982. Seven years later the International

PARALYMPICS

Paralympic Committee (IPC)was founded,
based on democratic principles and
comprised of elected representatives. It
replaced the ICCin 1994 and this is the
body that oversees international
Paralympic sport to this day.

YOU'VE COME A LONG WAY,
BABY...
400 athletes took part in the 1960
Paralympic Games in Rome. London
expects to welcome around 4,200
athletes to the 2012 Paralympics.
Official media coverage of Paralympic
sport has, in general, in-creased
steadily since the 1990s and although
some countries are still lagging behind,
the BBC reported record viewing figures
for the Beijing Paralympics.
Competition to win the rights to
broadcast the 2012 Games was fierce,
but the prize went to Channel 4. The
broadcaster instantly branded itself 'Official
Broadcaster of the London 2012 Paralympic
Games' and has spent the past two years
working to passionately advocate under
that banner.

MEDIA INTEREST, COUPLED WITH
WORLD RECORD-SMASHING
PERFORMANCES FROM BRIGHT
YOUNG ATHLETES IS RAPIDLY
CREATING PARALYMPIC POSTER
BOYS AND GIRLS

the Paralympic Movement into the
mainstream consciousness in the UK.
Lord Burns, the Channel 4 chairman
designate, is quoted as saying, "For Channel
4, the London Paralympic Games will be
the main event, not a sideshow to the
Olympics; the Games will define our year
in 2012 and take over Channel 4 for their
duratioR:'

past two BT Paralympic World Cups on
Channel 4 have definitely helped bring

to perform at both the Olympic and the
Paralympic Games this August - and the
first ever to do so in one summer.
University College London (UCL)and
Leonard Cheshire Disability are hosting a
public debate on the topic on Monday
August 13, the day after the Olympics
Closing Ceremony and 16 days before the
Opening Ceremony for the London
Paralympics 2012.
The debate asks,"Why should a
Paralympian be different from an
Olympian?" and puts forward the argument
that'Paralymplc sports should be included
within the Olympic Games, with some
sports open to both Olympian and
Paralympian athletes".

Media interest, coupled with world recordsmashing performances from bright young
athletes is rapidly creating Paralympic
poster boys and girls. Most people, with at
least a passing interest in sport, have heard
of Oscar Pistorius, the handsome South
African 'blade runner; or Ellie Simmonds,
the bubbly, blue eyed swimmer who took
gold in Beijing at the age of 13.

THE BIG DEBATE
High quality documentaries, a
comprehensive dedicated Paralympics
website and in-depth coverage of the

•

Pistorius has also come to represent one
side of a growing debate over whether the
Paralympics, as a separate classification of
sport, is even still needed. The 25-year-old
sprinter will be the sixth athlete in history

On the other hand, it acknowledges
"perhaps the distinctiveness of Paralympian
athletes is something to be celebrated and
the separation should be maintained':
In December, the Guardian reported that
65% of disabled Britons wanted to see the
separate classification scrapped. A poll by
ComRes discovered 42% did not believe
the Games had a positive impact on public
perceptions of disability.
Jen Howitt Browning, a coach for the GB
women's basketball team and Programme
Coordinator at Motivation (featured in our ••••.

'It's All About the Money' case study), has
mixed views. She says Paralympic sport is
"coming of age" and praises the approach
taken by the London 2012 organising

non-disabled people to take part in sport
and exercise, according to the Sport
England Active People Survey 5, 2011.

committee.

Shocked by this, Leonard Cheshire
Disability has launched ExerciseYour Right

"It's simply not acceptable to bolt the
Paralympics on to the end of the Olympics as
just an add-on to the main event. It appears

as part of their ongoing Action for Access
campaign. The survey wants to discover
how the nation's gyms really work out
for disabled people and how they can be

that London 2012 has very much embraced
the whole event as one. The media and
public are equally interested in the
Paralympics and the Paralympians as they
are in the Olympics and Olympians:'
However, Ms Howitt Browning also feels
attitudes need to change. "All too often
the-press portray Paralympians as plucky
individuals rather than as the elite
sportsmen and women that they are.
Ask any Paralympian at London 2012 and I
bet that first and foremost they'll call
themselves 'athletes"
.
We'd love to hear what PosAbility readers
want to contribute to this hot debate - write
to us at the usual address (you can find it on

improved. To add your views, visit
www.actionforaccess.org
PosAbility interviewed Channel 4
Paralympics reporter, wheelchair basketball
champion and ExerciseYour Right
ambassador, Jordan Jarrett-Bryan.

WHY ARE YOU BACKING THIS
CAMPAIGN?
I have always been active and played sports
all my life and think it's essential to keep fit.
As a wheelchair basketball player, I know
how crucial good gym access is; it's the
difference between whether my team can
play or not!

page 3) and let us know your views.

By getting people to survey their gym,

ACCESSIBLE EXERCISE

Leonard Cheshire Disability are building up
a clear picture of what sports and fitness

Disabled people are half as likely as

facilities in the UK are really like for disabled

people. This is a very good point to start
working with gyms to make sport and
fitness in the UK something that everyone
can take part in.

WHAT PROBLEMS HAVE YOU
FACED IN ACCESSING EXERCISE
FACILITIES?
I'm a below the knee amputee and the
biggest problem I face is getting from the
bench in the changing rooms to the
showers. I have to hop the six or so metres,
and with a wet floor this is dangerous. If
there were bars on the walls to hold onto,
this would help me a lot.

IS THIS, THE YEAR OF THE
LONDON 2012 PARALYMPIC
GAMES, THE IDEAL TIME TO
IMPROVE ACCESS TO EXERCISE
AND SPORT IN THE UK FOR
PEOPLE WITH DISABILITIES?
It's ideal, but I don't think we should
" have to rely on the fact we have a
home Games, to make changes within
the sports/disability world. These are
changes that need to be made
regardless; disabled people enjoyed
sport before 2012 and will do so after
too. The London Games should be a
catalyst and not the reason for change.

~

DO YOU THINK THE HIGH
PROFILE PARALYMPIC SPORT IS
CURRENTLY ENJOYING CAN HELP
IMPROVE ACCESSIBILITY
IN OTHER ASPECTS OF UK LIFE?

to improve accessto sport for disabled
people in developing countries. A
spokeswoman for Motivation said: "Our
tennis wheelchair/basketball chairs have
proved a huge hit in poor countries but also

Yes,I do. I think there will be a greater level
of awareness and expectations towards
accessibility. Having travelled the world,
I do feel the UK leads the way in
accessibility for disabled people and has
made huge strides. However, I still feel
there is a long way still to go; the tube and
trains still need to be better.

in the UK and other developed countries whole wheelchair sports clubs have grown
up as a result of being able to buy, for
example, 10 or 20 of our wheelchairs:'

IT'S ALL ABOUT THE MONEY
There has been much debate in the
pastover the financial divide between
disability and non-disability sport. While
more funding and scholarships are
available now than ever before, the fact
remains that Paralympians are more likely
to require specialised equipment, such as
wheelchairs and costs can be prohibitive.
One charitable organisation,

Motivation,

is seeking to redress the balance and also

UK charity Caudwell Children identified
sports equipment and the lack of
funding available to young disabled
athletes as an area of need in 2008, so
worked with BarclaysWealth to launch
Enable Sport, which to date has helped over
1SOdisabled athletes and donated over
£400,000 worth of specialist equipment
across 19 different sports. A number of
beneficiaries have since gone on to
compete at international level. .

..
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The IPChas commissioned the organisation
to design a high quality, low cost sports
wheelchair for aspiring athletes across Africa
and Asia,which is to be launched at this
year's Games.•
www.posabilitymagazine.co.uk
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ARTS

Art is becoming yet another
medium through which people
with physical, sensory and mental
impairments are redefining the word
'disability:
From painting, drawing and
sculpture to the written and spoken
word, theatre, music, dance and
even circus, the only limit to how you
express yourself creatively is your own
imagination.
PosAbility presents a selection of the
many thousands of groups, projects
and businesses in the UK making the
arts accessible to all.

Fly Me To the Moon

r
I

Ladder to the Moon specialises in creative therapy, supporting
management and staff of care services and homes. Nightingale
House in Clapham recently welcomed the group to Wohl Wing,
its Dementia wing. Led by professional actors and coaches, the
social care professionals were guided in how to connect with
residents using creative skills and techniques that people with
Dementia are more able to respond to.
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The programme culminated in a 'Big Shoot' where the wing was
turned into a film set and the entire Nightingale House's staff,
volunteers, residents and relatives re-enacted the movie South
Pacific, followed by a mock Oscars ceremony ..
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Ladder to the Moon
www.laddertothemoon.co.uk
020 7794 2593
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Nightingale House
www.nightingale.org.uk
0208673 3495
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CHOCO/
And No

Gers!
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SPUN Productions

by StopGAP Dance Company

©

StopGap Dance Company

Dancing Dreams
The Legacy Trust is an independent charity aiming to create a
lasting cultural impact from the London 2012 Olympic and Paralympic
Games. Many of its arts projects involve people with physical and
learning disabilities. The Connections programme in Northern Ireland
has two dance initiatives, Luminous Soul and Creative Souls. The
Accentuate programme in South East England is focused on
shifting perceptions of disability and includes the accessible film
website Uscreen, the integrated dance performance SPUN
Productions and the outdoor performance Starting Line.
The West Midlands programme, Dancing for the Games, features We
Dance - a two day festival of learning disabled dance led by Mencap.
Legacy Trust
www.legacytrust.org.uk
020 7033 2450
Mencap
www.mencap.org.uk
England: 020 7608 3254
NI: 028 90691351
Cymru: 029 2074 7588

www.posabilitymagazine.co.uk
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New Lease of Life
29-year-old Aimee Emerson has lived
in Rethink Mental Illness' supported
housing in Trowbridge since 2011,
having been diagnosed with
borderline personality disorder in 2010.
In June 2012 she received her National
Diploma in Art and Design.

'This is Me' by Jordan, one of the young people working
with The Cedar Foundation.

Aimee says:"I get really absorbed in art.
It gives me a warm feeling to create
something that works.
The staff at Rethink Mental Illness have
been really supportive and given me
some much needed stability so that I
can focus on the course:'
Rethink Mental Illness
www.rethink.org
03005000927
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A Pict;ure Paint;s a
Thousand Words
Northern Ireland disability charity The
Cedar Foundation hasjust launched its
'What It Means to Be Me' photography
exhibition. Gillian Presho, Youth Officer,
explains: "The inspiration came from
one of our young people who uses his
Nintendo DS mounted in his wheelchair to
take photos. The photographs give you a
view of the world from his perspective.
The exhibition explores the realities of
the lives of young people with
disabilities, what is important to them and
their dreams and aspirations. The visual
nature of the work means that the young
people get to share their stories and we
get to hear them whether or not they use
verbal communication:'
Cedar Foundation
www.cedar-toundation.org
02890666188

S6 www.posabilitymagazine.co.uk
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Starting a new job is a
nerve-wracking prospect for
anyone and can be all the
more daunting if you are
living with a disability.
Will your needs be
accommodated so you can
work productively?

tihati WORK
By Heather illcGarriqLe

Here is a selection of UK
companies who are leading
the way in terms of
workplace accessibility and
disability awareness, as well
as the UK organisations
supporting workers who
are caring for disabled
family members.

Company: South Thames College, London
Total staff: 1,048
Staff with a declared disability: 126
Awards / accreditation:
• Accessibility Award from Wandsworth
Council
• Two Ticks Disability Symbol

A spokeswoman for the college said: "Last
year the college held its first Disability
Awareness Week for staff and students,
which we hope to run again this year.
'The College have encouraged staff to
declare their disabilities by producing a
Disability Disclosure leaflet. This helped to
increase the disclosures from 6% to 12%.

Profile:
The London-based further and higher
education college currently offers around
4,000 courses to 21,000 students and says
inclusivity is an important part of its

The national average for further education
colleges is currently 3% so South Thames
College's stats stand significantly higher.

ethos.
Staff are offered continuing professional
development courses with regard to
disability, such as mental health, first aid,

department work with the employee to
apply for funding in order to obtain things
like new software, special coloured screens,
tape recorders: whatever it might be that

equality and diversity and health and

the employee needs to perform well in

safety.

their job:

Once staff declare a disability, the HR

The College is also working on a project
with Disabled Go to audit the accessibility
of the building and make improvements.

•
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Company name: Western Power
Distribution (WPD), Midlands, South West
and South Wales
No. of staff: 6,000
No. of staff declaring a disability:
Undisclosed
Awards I accreditations:
• Louder than Words Chartermark
achieved in the Midlands, South West and
Wales, in association with Action on
Hearing Loss (formerly RNID)
Profile:
The company supplies power to homes
and businesses across the Midlands, South
Wales and the South West and says
disability awareness and equality is at the

for telephone and face-to-face

heart of its work.

communication.

A spokeswoman told PosAbility:
'Customer-fa.cing staff in the Midlands
undertook bespoke customer service
training with MENCAP,learning about
ways of communicating with people with

WPD is a long term supporter of Hijinx
Theatre, a performance group open to
adults of all ages and abilities,
including adults with learning disabilities.

disabilities.
A training package was produced with the
Royal National Institute of Blind
People (RNIB)for all customer-facing
teams, to increase awareness of the
issues faced by blind and partially sighted
customers, as well as offering practical tips

Staff from WPD have attended workshops
with Hijinx, participating in role play
scenarios to help give some of the
members skills for life, while at the same
time raising disability awareness for staff.
This in turn contributed towards a
National Open College Network (NOCN)
qualification for Hijinx members:

Company: Employers for Carers (EfC)
No. working carers in UK caring for sick!
disabled person: 251,000
Profile:
Chaired by BTand supported by carers'
charity Carers UK, its key purpose is to help
employers to support the 1 in 7 working
people in England, Wales and Scotland who
are also unpaid carers for someone who is
ill or disabled.
Launched in January 2009 as an
employers' membership forum, EfC now
has over 55 member organisations,
representing at least one million
employees. Recent new members include
Sainsbury's, the Co-operative Group and
Barclays Global Retail Bank.
Resources include a members'website
with practical tips and advice on issues
including good practice case studies,
FAQsand briefings on the law. It is now
unlawful to discriminate against carers in
the workforce by treating them differently
from other workers or by subjecting them
to harassment.
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According to Carers UK, one in five people
give up work to care and this can lead to
real financial hardship, particularly in the
current economic climate.
Carets dropping out of the workforce can
also cause problems for employers. The
people most likely to be caring are aged
45-64, an age range where many will have
gained valuable skills and experience in the
workplace.
With our ageing population, the
organisation feels the problem is only set to
increase as more and more people care for
older relatives and friends.

72 www.posabilitymagazine.co.uk
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Company name: N0W, Belfast
No. of staff: 30 (including N0W's two
social enterprises, Gauge and Loaf)
No. of staff declaring a disability: 5
Awards I accreditations:
·ISO 9001-14001 for its Training and
Employment Services and for Loaf
Catering Business
• Investors in People Award
• Voyager Leadership Awards; C03 Award
for Leading People and the award for
Leading on Governance.

Company: Traidcraft, Gateshead
Total staff: 157
Staff with a declared disability:
7 declared, but others known to have
disabilities. Several members of staff with
a disability receive support to continue
working.
Awards I accreditation:
• Action for Blind People's'See the
Capability, not the Disability' award.
• Two Ticks Disability symbol from Job
Centre Plus.
Profile:
Established in 1979, the company operates
as a Fairtrade trading company and a
development charity working across the
world with communities in poverty.
The company is the latest to receive Action
for Blind People's'See the Capability not the
Disability' award after being nominated by
an employee. The organisation began

the awards this year, which recognise
employers who help blind or partially
sighted staff to work on a par with sighted
colleagues. Other firms successfully
nominated by staff members include
Jacksons Financial Services in Penzance,
East Durham Homes and The Royal
Liverpool and Broadgreen University
Hospitals NHSTrust.
Nicki Davies-Jones, Traidcraft's Head of
Human Resources commented that they
encourage applicants from all areas of the
community, 'All disabled job applicants
who meet the essential criteria are invited
to interview. Our staff receive training on
equality and diversity and Traidcraft
operates an Equality and Diversity policy.
Traidcraft holds the Two Ticks Disability
Symbol and we work positively to meet the
requirements of adjustments to roles,
working times and equipment to facilitate
the employment of disabled staff. '

Profile:
N0W is a limited company with
charitable status that has been
operating in Belfast since 2001
assisting people with learning
difficulties and autism. They provide
training, a transition service for school
leavers and an employment service
in conjunction with local employers,
including Ikea and BHS.
The organisation runs a social enterprise
called Loaf Catering which also provides
training and employment, with many
jobseekers also employed directly within
N0W's own offices.
Loaf operates three cafes and a
corporate catering business. Over the
past year, 48 trainees have accessed
catering training in its kitchens.
It also operates a consultancy service,
Gauge NI, which works in the Third,
Philanthropy, Public and Private sectors
across the UK and Ireland to measure
organisations'social impact.
All profits from these two businesses are
ploughed back in to N0W's employment
and training services.
Maeve Monaghan, chief executive of
N0W said: 'As an organisation, we have a
passion for ensuring people with
learninq disabilities, difficulties and
autism have accessto quality training
and employment support services.
We have just celebrated our tenth anniversary and over the past ten years
N0W has supported approximately 1800
people through a range of training and
support programmes. This has resulted
in over 600 gaining accredited
qualifications and nearly 100 getting
some form of paid work:
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PosAbility Magazine explores
the opportunities and support
available to disabled people
choosing a career in Law.
Words: Heather McGarrigle

--------------'.
The law profession

is one which is

highly regarded, but is often considered
a viable career choice for only the select
privileged few.
When you live with a disability, the world of
work and education in general can present
challenges and obstacles, which could
make the prospect of breaking into this
demanding field of work seem all the more

DIVERSITY ACCESS SCHEME

through academic achievements, essay
question and interview with the selection

each have their own Law Society) who face
"exceptional social, educational, financial or
personal obstacles"to qualify as a solicitor.

panel, that they have the ability and
commitment to work within the law
profession.

As well as those who have experienced
difficulty due to disabilities or illness,

The 2010 scheme received 175
applications, from which 25 entered the
DAS and were offered Legal Practice

daunting.

previous alumni have included those who
have spent time in care and resisted

The Law Society is working hard to reverse
the profession's image of elitism and
nepotism. It is keen that the industry,
from legal clerks to lawyers, is truly
representative of UK society.

coercion into arranged marriages.

PosAbility takes a look at the range of
initiatives being introduced by the Law
" in order to create inclusive
Society
workplaces and dispel the image of an
exclusive club.

In addition to having an exceptional need,
each of the candidates demonstrated,

The Law Society's Diversity Access Scheme
(DAS) is aimed at assisting those in England
and Wales (Scotland and Northern Ireland

HE LAW SOCIETY
ORKING HARD
E ERSE THE
SON'S
LITISM

Course (LPC)scholarships, work experience
opportunities and mentoring. They were
honoured at the Law Society Excellence
Awards last October, where each student
was presented with their award.
Between November 2010 and July of this
year, the students were mentored. Work
placement opportunities were identified
between March and April 2011. Work
placements started in June and will
continue until September.
www.posabilitymagazine.co.uk
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Hogan Lovells
Entry for 2011/2012 opened in March and
has now closed, but the Society is hoping
to continue its upward trend of being able
to offer more placements and

monitoring was carried out on applications
to the DAS.

opportunities than in the previous year.

stated they had a disability. Of the
short-listed candidates, 26% stated as
disabled, with 28% of the successful
candidates describing themselves on
monitoring forms as having a disability,
meaning at least 7 of the scheme's
successful applicants were from the
disabled community.

Law Society's Linda Lee emphasised the
Law Society's commitment to ensuring
that becoming a solicitor was a career path
open to all. She described the profession as
"a meritocracy, where hard work and talent
should be the keys to success:'
She continued, "These are inspirational and
very gifted people who have triumphed
against the odds to follow their dreams.
The Law Society is delighted to be in a
position to assist them on their way to
lifelong success:'

THE STATS
2010 was the first year that diversity

Of those who applied in 2010 stated, 16%

A tenth of applicants would not state if they
had a disability. This figure constituted 6%
qf the shortlisted candidates and 8% of the
successful applicants.

DIVERSITY AND INCLUSION
CHARTER
The organisation has also produced the
Diversity and Inclusion Charter, a document

Hogan
Lovells

Our commitment to being a diverse and
inclusive place to work is an integral part
of Hogan Lovells. We believe that a culture
of inclusion, which respects and values
the diversity of all our people, significantly
enhances our ability to provide excellent
legal services to our clients. We are a long
standing member ofThe Law Society's
Diversity Forum and a founding signatory
ofThe Law Society's Diversity Charter. We
are also pleased to have forged links with
the Law Society's Lawyers with Disabilities
Division (LDD) and took part in a
Disability Awareness Day organised
through the LDD. Internally, we organise
a range of activities to support our
diversity strategy. We set up a disability
discussion group in 2010 in our London
office as a forum for members of the firm
to share their thoughts and experiences
on issues relating to disability and long
term health conditions in the
workplace. The output of this group has
been extremely valuable and resulted in
the launch of our Disability and Wellbeing
Network in March 2011 at which Andy
Barrow, Wheelchair Rugby Player and
representative from Paralympics GB,for
whom we provide Pro Bono support, gave
a talk to launch the Network.

www.hoganlovells.com

it describes as"a public commitment by its
signatories to develop and implement best
practice in equality, diversity and inclusion
- as employers, as providers of legal
services, as purchasers of goods and
services and in their wider roles in society':
All providers of legal services in England
and Wales, regardless of size, are eligible to
sign the charter and commit to its six
guiding principles, which include working
to achieve best practice in "recruitment,
retention and career progression
practices as employers'; publishing an
annual diversity profile of employees and
sharing examples of good practice with
other signatories.
The full charter and a list of its signatories
can be viewed on the Law Society website

www.lawsociety.org.uk

NORTHERN IRELAND
A spokesman for the Law Society in
Northern Ireland told PosAbility
Magazine:
"The Law Society of Northern Ireland
remains fully committed to the
implementation of policies on equality
and diversity. Over the last number of
years, the Society's Human Rights,
Equality and Rule of Law Committee have
been proactive in taking the lead in
developing the Society's Equality and
Diversity Policy.
These policies are available and

the Equality Commission for Northern
Ireland's website"

Finally, we've done detailed research
/involvement work of the accessibility of
our own services - entitled Involvement

Websites:
• law Society of Northern Ireland
www.lawsoc-ni.org
• Equality Commission for Northern
Ireland
www.equalityni.org

Work 2008.

SCOTLAND
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Neil Alan Stevenson LL.B.(l-ions), M.5c
is Director of Representation and
Professional Support at the Law Society
of Scotland, he told PosAbility

accessible to all solicitors and firms in
Northern Ireland, providing as they do
guidance to those firms who wish to

Magazine:

ensure best practice in the important
areas of Equality and Diversity.

where we aim for higher standards than
those placed on us by law. As part of that
commitment we have researched the
experiences of disabled members - Profile
of the Profession.

The Society acknowledges that as equality
and anti-discrimination law are constantly
evolving the guidance is not exhaustive,

"We have an overall Equality Strategy

We've also done detailed research/
Nevertheless the Society continues to
encourage practitioners to keep up to

involvement work on the expectations of
disabled clients through the Justice

date with developments in the law via

Disability Steering Group.

I
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We have a code of conduct prohibiting
discrimination and have issued guidance
to every firm in Scotland on working
positively with disabled staff and clients.
We work with individuals to support
them, assisting a number of entrants to
the profession every year in a range of
ways tailored to their needs. We do not
believe in a 'one size fits all' approach:'

Websites:
• law Society of Scotland
www.lawscot.org.uk
(all aforementioned reports can be
viewed here)
• Equality and Human Rights
Commission
www.equalityhumanrights.comJ
scotland

